Within the striatum lies a complex, predominantly GABAergic, microcircuit (Bolam et al., 2006) . Medium spiny projection neurons (MSNs) are the only output neurons and comprise up to 95% of the neuron population in the rat, with GABAergic and cholinergic interneurons forming most of the remaining population. Dopamine has multiple different effects on these neuron types, and by multiple receptors: indeed, the precise effects of activating dopamine receptors on the MSN have been much debated (Surmeier et al., 2007) . Understanding the contribution of all these elements to striatal function ideally requires large-scale models (Djurfeldt et al., 2008) that replicate the neuron types, numbers, and connectivity at one-to-one scale. Building at such scales requires individual neuron models simple enough to be computationally tractable, but suffi ciently complex to capture the characteristic behaviour of a neuron species.
Previous one- (Mahon et al., 2000b; Gruber et al., 2003) , two- (Kitano et al., 2002) , and multi-compartment (Wilson, 1992; Wolf et al., 2005; Moyer et al., 2007) MSN models have explored one or more of the key properties supported by its range of ion channels. Three properties have received most attention. First,
INTRODUCTION
Loss of dopamine cells in Parkinson's disease and its animal models leads to profound motor defi cits (Schwarting and Huston, 1996; Kirik et al., 1998; Ferro et al., 2005 ). An intact dopamine system also seems to be critical for many forms of learning (Whishaw and Dunnett, 1985; Ferro et al., 2005) , consistent with reported correlations between dopaminergic neuron fi ring and the prediction error required by reinforcement learning theories (Redgrave and Gurney, 2006; Schultz, 2007) . Much work on understanding these roles of dopamine has focussed on the striatum, the main input nucleus of the basal ganglia. The striatum is the main locus of dopamine's action, as it contains by far the highest density of dopamine receptors in the vertebrate brain (Dawson et al., 1986; Richtand et al., 1995; Hurd et al., 2001) . Further, the striatum receives massive convergent input from the neocortex, thalamus, hippocampal formation, and amygdala (McGeorge and Faull, 1989; Groenewegen et al., 1999; Glynn and Ahmad, 2002; Smith et al., 2004) , and dopamine modulates striatal neurons' responses to them. Thus, the twin problems of understanding the computational roles of dopamine and the striatum are inseparably intertwined.
Capturing dopaminergic modulation and bimodal membrane behaviour of striatal medium spiny neurons in accurate, reduced models the characteristic long-delayed fi rst spike following current injection (Nisenbaum et al., 1994) . Second, paired-pulse facilitation, the comparatively enhanced response to a second current pulse delayed by hundreds of milliseconds (Mahon et al., 2000a) . Third, that the MSN shows membrane potential bistablity or, more weakly, bimodality in response to unpatterned inputs. Certainly in vivo under anaesthetic the membrane potential fl uctuates between a hyperpolarised "down-state" and depolarised "up-state" plateau (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) , seemingly driven by similar fl uctuations in cortical fi ring (Mahon et al., 2001; Kasanetz et al., 2002) . However, recent in vitro studies have reported apparent bistability due to NMDA receptor activation (Vergara et al., 2003; CarrilloReid et al., 2008) . Models exploring the dual-state membrane behaviour have shown that bistability or bimodality can only be induced under extreme parameterisations of, respectively, somatic ion channels (Gruber et al., 2003) or NMDA receptor density (Wolf et al., 2005; Moyer et al., 2007) . We required a neuron model that could address all these neurocomputational properties, yet was radically reduced in computational complexity for use in largescale striatum models. Our neuron model of choice is the recent canonical spiking model of (Izhikevich, 2007) , which has been employed in some notably large-scale models . We extend here this class of neuron models to account for dopaminergic modulation. Though disarmingly simple, our models replicate the input-output responses of the most detailed existing multicompartmental MSN model (Moyer et al., 2007) with impressive accuracy. Moreover, our model captures both the long-delayed fi rst spike and paired-pulse facilitation behaviour of the MSN. We show analytically that our MSN models are not bistable, with or without dopamine. Yet we show that our models can reproduce the spontaneously bimodal membrane potential recently observed in vitro after NMDA agonist application (Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008) , and predict that the bimodality would be enhanced by D1 receptor activation. We explain how the bimodality can arise from a model of the agonist as a slow, irregular, jump in NMDA synaptic conductance, and is crucially dependent on the voltage-dependent blockade of NMDA receptors.
We thus achieve two things. First, a set of reduced MSN models, suitable for use in large-scale models (Humphries et al., 2009) , which accurately capture the neurocomputational properties of the MSN and the known effects of dopamine. Second, a simplifi ed, tractable framework for understanding dopamine's infl uence on the computations performed by the MSN.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We introduce the reduced neuron model and then set out our extensions to it, including the models of dopaminergic modulation. Key to our work was overcoming the problem of tuning the new reduced models using some meaningful target data. Fortunately, Moyer et al. (2007) have extended a recent 189 compartment MSN model (Wolf et al., 2005) to incorporate the effects of D1 and D2 receptor activation on its various ion channels and synaptic receptors. In the process, they produced a thorough review quantifying the effects of dopamine receptor activation (see the summary tables of effect magnitude in Moyer et al. (2007) for more information). Hence, we use the results they derived from their model as the benchmark for tuning the parameters for our reduced models. If we can get our reduced models to approximately replicate the behaviour of such a model, then we will be more confi dent that the dynamics displayed in a network of the reduced models are giving some genuine insight into the neural system (Humphries et al., 2009 ). Izhikevich (2003 Izhikevich ( , 2004 Izhikevich ( , 2007 has recently introduced a canonical model for spike generation. Given that v is the membrane potential, and u is the contribution of the neuron class's dominant ion channel, its biophysical form is (Izhikevich, 2007) :
THE REDUCED NEURON MODEL
with reset condition
In the membrane potential equation, C is capacitance, v r and v t are the nominal resting and threshold potentials, I is a current source, and c is the reset potential (i.e. the value of the membrane potential immediately after an action potential is fi red). Parameter a is the time constant -typically of inactivation -of the dominant ion channel. Parameters k and b are derived from the I-V curve of the neuron and d is tuned to achieve the desired rate of spiking output. Izhikevich (2007) estimated preliminary parameter values for a striatal MSN version of this model; for the record, these were C = 50 pF, v r = −80 mV, v t = −20 mV, k = 1, a = 0.01, b = −20, c = −55 mV, d = 150, and v peak = 40 mV. In addition to the dopaminergic modulation extensions, we updated and extended this model. We use only a handful of these parameter values here (see Table 1 ); the others we re-tune below. We also replace I with synaptic current models for GABA, AMPA, and NMDA receptors, including the NMDA receptor blockade by Mg 2+ ions. 
THE MSN AND DOPAMINE MODEL FRAMEWORK
Two roughly equal-sized populations of MSNs can be defi ned by their dominant expression of either D1 or D2 dopamine receptor types (Surmeier et al., 2007) . Hence we have separate models for D1-dominant MSNs and D2-dominant MSNs. We express the proportion of active dopamine receptors by the parameters φ 1 (for D1) and φ 2 (for D2), in the interval [0, 1] . Activation is here assumed roughly constant in both space and time as the experimental data are all derived from in vitro studies with bath applied drugs. We deal with effects on intrinsic ion channels fi rst. The u current for the MSN model is simulating the slow inactivation of the A-type potassium current (Nisenbaum et al., 1994) . As we will be replicating the behaviour of their model, we follow Moyer et al. (2007) in modelling no D1 receptor activation effect on this current (Hopf et al., 2003) , and so we do not modify u for the D1 MSN model (there is nonetheless evidence for a small attenuation of this current by D1 activation; see Nisenbaum et al., 1998) . We simplify D1 activation to just two opposing effects. First, it enhances the inward-rectifying potassium current (KIR) that hyperpolarises the membrane potential, bringing it closer to the reversal potential for K + ions (Nisenbaum and Wilson, 1995; Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997) . Second, it lowers the activation threshold of the L-type Ca 2+ current, effectively increasing the depolarisation of the MSN at a given membrane potential (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997) . To achieve these opposing effects in the reduced MSN model, we make two of the parameters dependent on D1 activation:
The fi rst models the extra hyperpolarising infl uence of increasing KIR; the second models an enhanced response to depolarising input. Parameters K, L ∈ [0, 1] set the magnitude of these respective effects as a function of D1 receptor activation. By comparison, Moyer et al. (2007) include many more effects than this: small changes in the fast sodium (Naf) current's conductance and inactivation gate, and conductance changes for two other Ca 2+ channels. D2 receptor activation has a minor, inhibitory effect on the slow A-type potassium current (Moyer et al., 2007) . But it will turn out that this effect can be subsumed by altering k in Eq. 1 instead, so we also do not modify u for the D2 MSN model. As we will see below, Moyer et al.'s model predicts that D2 activation reduces the neuron's rheobase current, translating the neuron's f-I curve to lower current values (demonstrated in Figure 2A ). Though not immediately obvious from the form of Eq. 1, this effect can be nicely modelled by lowering k: we analytically show below that the neuron's rheobase is dependent on k (see Eq. 17). Therefore, for D2-dominant MSNs we have the simple re-mapping:
where α parameterises the size of the appropriate reduction in k to get the required f-I curve. Again, we note that Moyer et al.'s model includes multiple effects of D2 activation: small increases in Naf and the slow A-type potassium conductances, and reduction of the L-type Ca 2+ current.
The left-shifted f-I curve prediction of Moyer et al.'s model is not consistent with results of Hernandez-Lopez et al. (2000) . They showed that D2 agonists applied in vitro reduce MSN excitability and right-shift the f-I curve, arguing that the reduced L-type Ca 2+ current was dominant. We can of course model this by reversing the sign of the effect to k(1 + αφ 2 ), which right-shifts the f-I curve. However, as our present goal is to replicate the Moyer et al. (2007) model output for validation, we proceed with the model in Eq. 5.
The synaptic effects reported by Moyer et al. (2007) follow the same form as the standard models of basal ganglia function (Gurney et al., 2001 ): D1 activation enhances excitatory post-synaptic potentials (EPSPs), D2 activation attenuates EPSPs. To this basic story, Moyer et al. (2007) add a subtle refi nement: their review led them to propose that D1 activation affects only NMDA-induced EPSPs, and D2 activation affects only AMPA-induced EPSPs. Note that less is known about, and Moyer et al. do not address, the effects of dopamine receptor activation on GABA receptor induced PSPs.
We model synaptic input to the MSNs as:
Each synaptic input type z (where z is one of ampa, nmda, gaba) is modelled by:
and
where τ z is the appropriate synaptic time constant, and S z (t) is the number of pre-synaptic spikes arriving at all the neuron's receptors of type z at time t. Finally, we have the term B(v) that models the voltage-dependent magnesium plug in the NMDA receptors (Jahr and Stevens, 1990b) : 
where [Mg 2+ ] 0 is the equilibrium concentration of magnesium ions. We add D1 receptor modulation of NMDA receptor evoked EPSPs by:
and we add D2 receptor modulation of AMPA receptor evoked EPSPs by:
where β 1 and β 2 are scaling coeffi cients determining the relationship between dopamine receptor occupancy and the effect magnitude.
TUNING THE MODELS
We now have a set of free parameters to tune for our dopamine models. For the tuning stages, we suppose that the receptor activations are near-maximal and equal φ 1 = φ 2 = 0.8. We do this because all the detailed current and synaptic effect data were gathered from in vitro studies that used very high concentrations of either dopamine or a dopamine receptor agonist, and presumably resulted in near maximum receptor activation (we do not assume maximum receptor activation, as it is not clear how easily such chemicals can diffuse into the synaptic cleft once introduced into the artifi cial cerebro-spinal fl uid of the preparation). We set out four stages for tuning the MSN dopamine models against the benchmark data from the multi-compartmental model of Moyer et al. (2007) . This breaks down the problem of fi tting model parameters to the target data in the simplest fashion, allowing the minimal number of free parameters at each stage. The whole fi tting process is detailed in Figure 1 . Good results were easily achieved using hand-tuning. We refi ned these using non-linear minimisation (Nelder-Mead simplex method as implemented by fminsearch in MATLAB, Mathworks); the hand tuned parameters served as initial values at each stage. We report here results of using summed relative error as the cost function -using summed squared error gave qualitatively similar results. We provide all code for tuning and studying the models in the Supplementary Material.
Stage 1: re-tuning the basic MSN model parameters
We began by re-tuning the basic MSN model parameters to fi t the f-I curve of the unmodifi ed Moyer et al. model . This was necessary as Izhikevich's original parameterisation of the basic MSN model (Izhikevich, 2007) produced an f-I curve in a far higher range of input current. By re-tuning the basic MSN model, we would then be able to directly compare all the effects of our dopamine models with the results of Moyer et al. from their corresponding dopamine models.
We selected only the parameters C, d, and v t to tune, as each has a unique contribution to the dynamics of the MSN model. Current injections were tested in the interval I ∈ [200, 300] pA, each simulation run for 5 s using Eqs 1 and 2, solved using forward Euler with a time-step of 0.1 ms see Humphries and Gurney, 2007 for details on solution methods and time-step choice), and the fi ring rate computed over the last 4 s.
Stage 2: tuning the D1 and D2 intrinsic model parameters
We took this tuned basic MSN model, added the D1 (Eqs 3 and 4) and D2 (Eq. 5) intrinsic models to make two new MSN models, and tuned their parameters to fi t the corresponding f-I curves from the Moyer et al. (2007) D1 and D2 intrinsic models (respectively, Stages 2a and 2b from Figure 1) . We used the same simulation protocol as for the fi rst stage.
Stage 3: tuning synaptic input to the basic model
We took the tuned basic MSN model, added synaptic input to generate equivalent input frequency-output frequency (f-f) plots to those given by Moyer et al., and tuned the synaptic conductances to fi t these plots. To do this, we had to emulate how they generated their synaptic input as closely as possible, while respecting the intention to produce reduced models suitable for large-scale networks. Moyer et al. (2007) used 168 synapses, 84 GABA and 84 glutamate, with each glutamate synapse containing both an AMPA and an NMDA receptor, and distributed them across the dendritic tree following anatomical data (glutamate mostly on distal dendrites, GABA synapses on soma and proximal dendrites). Each synapse received an independent spike train that was irregular and uncorrelated with the others. They reported the total number of synaptic events per second, summed across all these trains. The post-synaptic potential elicited by each spike was modelled as double-exponential function, with rise and decay times. Finally, blockade of NMDA receptors by magnesium ions was also modelled.
We adapt this as follows. Our post-synaptic potential model uses only a single exponential function (Eq. 8), a constraint imposed by the need to maintain computational effi ciency in large-scale striatal models: single exponential synapses allow all synaptic currents of the FIGURE 1 | Flow chart of the parameter fi tting process. We follow this series of steps to tune the basic reduced MSN model parameters and our dopamine model parameters to fi t data from Moyer et al. 's (2007) current-frequency (f-I) and frequency-frequency (f-f) curves, derived from their corresponding multicompartment models.
same type (e.g. AMPA) to be summed and stored as a single variable. We add the voltage-dependent blockade of NMDA receptors (Eq. 9), setting [Mg 2+ ] 0 = 1 mM following ranges of concentration discussed in Jahr and Stevens (1990a) . All reversal potentials and decay time constants were the same as Moyer et al. (2007) (see Table 1 ).
We model the synaptic input using a spike-event generator. Each generator directly produces the spike-events that occur across N afferents to the neuron. At each time-step Δt (seconds), and given a mean spike rate r (spikes/s), we compute the probability of a spike per afferent as p(s) = rΔt. The total number of spike-events S at each time-step is then just drawn from a binomial distribution S = B (N, p(s) ). The resulting time-series of spike-events is equivalent to the pooling of N spike trains modelled as independent renewal processes.
As we have a point neuron, we lump all input to AMPA, NMDA, and GABA receptors into single current sources, as in Eq. 7. We generate two spike-event counts S + and S − , for glutamate and GABA synapses respectively, each having N = 84 implied spike trains. As all spike-events are treated as independent events, there was no implied correlation between the underlying spike trains. Finally, we varied the mean rate r of each of the N underlying spike trains between 4 and 8 spikes/s, with the same r always applied to both S + and S − . Hence, the expected total number of synaptic events per second S* = S + + S − = 2 × N × r varied over the same approximate range of 800-1350 events/s that Moyer et al. (2007) used.
Having done this, we are left with the three conductances g ampa , g nmda , and g gaba as the only free parameters. We cannot directly use the maximal conductance values from the Moyer et al. model, as they are dendritic conductance values, and we have to re-scale ours as they are effectively somatic conductance values. However, we chose to maintain the relative ratios of the conductance sizes, which are approximately g ampa :g nmda = 2:1 and g ampa :g gaba = 1.4:1. Hence we tune only g ampa , calculating the other two from the ratios. We emphasise that this fi tting is highly non-trivial: the Moyer et al. (2007) model contains 189 compartments, a full complement of active ion channel dynamics, internal calcium buffers and spiking, and distributed synaptic receptors: the effects acting on a single dendritic compartment are non-linear and complex. We are attempting to tune only a point model neuron's synaptic conductance to replicate the relation between input and output fi ring rates for the dopamine-free conditions of the Moyer et al. (2007) model.
We used a best-fi t line through the f-f data of the base model from Moyer et al. (2007) as our target. A linear regression of their data was an excellent fi t (r 2 = 0.98, p = 1.4 × 10 −9
, n = 11), confi rming the remarkable linearity of their base MSN model's response to spike train input. We assess our model's fi t to this best-fi t line rather than the specifi c data-points because the input spikes were generated by stochastic processes both here and in Moyer et al. (2007) , and so we could not guarantee exactly the same number of spike-events or the same ratio of negative and positive events. Each simulation was run for 5 s using Eqs 1, 2, 7 and 9, and the fi ring rate of the neuron computed from the last 4 s.
Stage 4: tuning the synaptic dopamine models
We took this complete, tuned, base MSN model and added the D1 and D2 intrinsic and synaptic models (respectively Eqs 3, 4 and 10, and Eqs 5 and 11) to make two further new MSN models -note that the parameters for intrinsic dopamine models were taken from the results in Stage 2. We tuned only the synaptic dopamine parameters (β 1 and β 2 ) to fi t the corresponding f-f curves from the Moyer et al. D1 and D2 synaptic models (respectively, Stages 4a and 4b from Figure 1 ). We used the same simulation protocol as for the third stage. Again, the output from our complete D1 and D2 neuron models was compared to the best-fi t line through the f-f data from the equivalent multi-compartment model from Moyer et al. (2007) . A linear regression produced an excellent fi t to their data in both cases -D1 version (r 2 = 0.99, p = 5 × 10 −10 , n = 11), D2 version (r 2 = 0.93, p = 2 × 10 −6 , n = 11) -confi rming that the dopamine-modulated versions of the multi-compartment MSN model retained the remarkable linearity of response to spiketrain input.
Validation of model tuning
As a fi nal validation, we also produce f-f curves for the intrinsiconly D1 and D2 models (those without the synaptic models) and compare to the corresponding curves from Moyer et al.'s model. As these have no free parameters, they are a strong test of the reduced models' ability to reproduce the input-output characteristics of the multi-compartment models.
PROBING THE MODELS

Paired-pulse facilitation
We assessed paired-pulse facilitation (Mahon et al., 2000a ) using current pulses of 200 ms length, and 400 pA amplitude, at a range of inter-pulse intervals from [200, 1000] ms in 100 ms steps. Following Mahon et al. (2000a) , we recorded time from onset of pulse to fi rst spike peak for both fi rst (t 1 ) and second (t 2 ) pulses. Paired-pulse facilitation was then quantifi ed as Δt = t 1 − t 2 : positive Δt thus indicated that the neuron spiked faster in response to the second pulse.
Spontaneously bimodal MSN membrane potential
Medium spiny neuron membrane potential bimodality can be reliably induced in vitro by the application of NMDA agonists to the slice's bath (Vergara et al., 2003; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008) . We hypothesised that such a bimodality could arise for a particular model of NMDA agonist's actions on the reduced MSN model. Our agonist model proposes that bath solution of NMDA agonist results in slow, irregular, activation of large groups of NMDA receptors, causing large conductance changes. The transmitter molecule remains locked into the NMDA receptor for the duration of the long-tail of an NMDA-receptor dependent post-synaptic current (Lester et al., 1990; Lester and Jahr, 1992) , hence placing an upper limit of about 4 Hz per NMDA receptor (hence slow). We assume that the arrival of transmitter molecules at the receptors follows a Poisson process, and so can be modelled identically to the spike-trains above (hence irregular). We neglect in this model potential NMDA receptor desensitisation arising through the prolonged exposure to the NMDA agonist in the bath (Lester and Jahr, 1992) . Assuming at least one NMDA receptor per glutamate synapse, then there are between 5000 and 10,000 NMDA receptors on a single MSN (Zheng and Wilson, 2002; Humphries et al., 2009 ). Hence, each event at one of the 84 modelled NMDA synapses we interpret as the roughly simultaneous activation of large subsets of these in the bath of NMDA agonist. Thus we simulated NMDA agonist effects by providing a low frequency input of r ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} Hz to the NMDA receptors and massively multiplying the NMDA conductance by m ∈ {50, 100, 150} to account for the number of receptors activated (giving an implied upper limit of 150 × 84 = 12,600 NMDA receptors). Beyond this upper limit of realistic m, the reduced MSN model showed an action potential trajectory inconsistent with normal neuron behaviour -an example is shown in Figure 8 . Background unpatterned input for GABA and AMPA receptors was provided exactly as detailed above (Stage 3) at mean rates of r = 4 spikes/s. Each simulation for a given NMDA receptor rate and multiplier was run for 5 s, and a membrane potential histogram of 1 mV bins constructed from the last 4 s.
We tested our further hypothesis that the bimodality arising from this agonist-effect model was due to the nonlinear gating of the NMDA current by the function B(v), which models the receptor blockade by magnesium ions. We ran two further sets of control simulations to show this. First, a set with the AMPA conductance multiplied instead, to show that the bimodality was not just due to massive irregular increases in excitatory synaptic current. Second, a set with the NMDA receptor blockade removed (and the multiplier scaled down), to show that the bimodality was not just due to the long time-course of the NMDA current. Each set consisted of 12 simulations, corresponding to the 12 combinations of (m, r) for the NMDA agonist model. In each control simulation, the multiplier m and input rate r were set so that the MSN model's output matched the number of spikes output in the corresponding NMDA agonist simulation. Both m and r required adjusting to correctly match the changes in the number of spikes. For the AMPA-multiplier simulations, these were r ∈ {1.1, 1.7, 2.4, 3} Hz and m ∈ {3, 5, 7} (applied to the AMPA synapses; NMDA synapses received 4 Hz input); for the unblocked NMDA receptor simulations, these were r ∈ {0.6, 1, 1.4, 2} Hz and m ∈ {6.5, 12.5, 18}.
We also assessed the changes in bimodality with changes in dopamine receptor activation. A sum of two Gaussians was fi tted to the histogram using MATLAB function lsqcurvefit. As a measure of bimodality change, we computed the distance between the two peaks D v = |µ 1 − µ 2 |: for a single Gaussian distribution of membrane potential D v →0.
RESULTS
SIMPLE MSN MODELS ACCURATELY CAPTURE INPUT/OUTPUT PROPERTIES OF COMPLEX MODELS
The reduced MSN model was tuned to fi t the f-I and f-f curves from the corresponding multi-compartment models of Moyer et al. (2007) , following the tuning procedure in Figure 1 . All fi nal found parameters are summarised in Table 2 . First, we re-tuned the basic MSN model parameters to fi t the f-I curve of the unmodifi ed Moyer et al. model, using only the parameters C, d, and v t (Stage 1). We obtained a good fi t to the f-I curve from the unmodifi ed Moyer et al. model, shown in Figure 2A (red lines and symbols). An example of the tuned neuron's fi ring behaviour is shown in Figure 2B . It has the MSN's characteristic long delay to fi rst spike after onset of current injection (Nisenbaum et al., 1994) .
Second, we took this tuned basic MSN model, added the D1 and D2 intrinsic models, and tuned their parameters to fi t the corresponding f-I curves from the Moyer et al. (2007) D1 and D2 intrinsic models (respectively, Stages 2a and 2b from Figure 1 ). Figure 2A shows that the fi ts achieved by the reduced MSN model are very good. The time-to-fi rst-spike relationships were also well preserved by our model. Experimental data shows that D2 activation reduces the time to fi rst spike, and D1 activation lengthens it (Moyer et al., 2007) . The single neuron responses to 270 pA injection in Figure 2B show just this pattern.
Third, we took the baseline synaptic input model, and tuned the AMPA conductance to fi t the f-f curve from the baseline (Moyer et al., 2007) Figure 2C shows that the fi t with the Moyer et al. data was again very good (red line and symbols), using g ampa = 6.9 nS (implying g nmda = 3.5 nS and g gaba = 4.9 nS given the above fi xed ratios). We note that our baseline reduced neuron model also showed a clearly linear response to spiking input. We emphasise that the excellence of this fi t is highly non-trivial: the Moyer et al. (2007) model contains 189 compartments, a full complement of complex active ion channel dynamics, internal calcium buffers and spiking, and distributed synaptic receptors. We tuned only a point model neuron's synaptic conductance to replicate the relation between input and output fi ring rates for the dopaminefree (Moyer et al., 2007) model. Fourth, we took this tuned base complete MSN model and added the complete D1 and D2 intrinsic and synaptic models (Stages 4a and 4b, respectively). The parameters for the synaptic models only (β 1 and β 2 ) were tuned to fi t their respective f-f curves from the equivalent Moyer et al. models. Figure 2C shows that the fi ts achieved by the reduced MSN models are again very good. For the D1 complete model, we found β 1 = 6.3; for the D2 complete model, we found β 2 = 0.22. Note that the synaptic effect of D1 activation requires a large enhancement of the NMDA conductance, whereas the synaptic effect of D2 activation requires a comparatively small reduction of the AMPA conductance. Again, both the dopaminemodulated versions of the reduced MSN model also showed a clearly linear response to spiking input.
model (Stage 3).
Finally, we validated the tuned models by fi nding the f-f curves for the D1 and D2 intrinsic-only models. Despite having no parameters to tune -as these were already tuned to the f-I data -these both fi tted the f-f curves of the equivalent (Moyer et al., 2007) models very well ( Figure 2C) .
All the fi ts are qualitatively excellent but the quantitative fi ts vary, some showing deviations for high input currents or rates. The quality of the fi ts is partially dependent on the choice of error metric. Using squared error, rather than relative error, can result in better fi ts at high input ranges, but equally to poorer fi ts at low input ranges, as this metric favours reducing error for larger magnitude data-points. The quality of the fi ts can also be improved by a different choice of starting parameter set at Stage 1. We found that if we include the slow current time-constant a, instead of the nominal capacitance C, then better fi ts occur, particularly for the f-I curves. However, these fi ts relied upon a considerable increase in the value of a, which equates to a much faster inactivation of the slow A-type potassium current. As a result, this tuned model was unable to show paired-pulse facilitation at all, similar to the result in Figure 4B . Hence, even though the input-output fi ts were better, this model could not capture some basic properties of MSN behaviour. Moyer et al. (2007) only tested their multi-compartment models with and without dopamine receptor activation. We took advantage of our framework to predict the effects of different dopamine receptor activation levels on the response to current injection and to synaptic input. Thus, we determined the f-I curves and f-f curves for D1 and D2 receptor activation levels ranging between 0 and 0.8. The f-I curves used only the intrinsic D1 and D2 models; the f-f curves used the complete D1 and D2 models; all simulations used the parameter values in Tables 1 and 2 .
THE REDUCED MSN MODELS PREDICT SMOOTH INTERPOLATIONS OF DOPAMINE'S EFFECTS
For the intrinsic D1 model, Figure 3A shows consistent increases in both rheobase and f-I curve slope with increasing D1 activation. However, Figure 3D shows that increasing D1 activation increases the output rate for a given synaptic input rate, with a simple interpolation between φ 1 = 0 and φ 1 = 0.8 responses. That is, only the slope of the output curve is increased, and not the effective rheobase. It seems the hyperpolarising effect of intrinsic ion channel activation by D1 receptors (Eq. 3) is obscured by the larger increase in NMDA conductance (Eq. 10). Thus, the complete D1 MSN model predicts that synaptic effects of D1 activation always dominate effects on the intrinsic ion channels.
For the intrinsic and complete D2 models we found that the resultant f-I and f-f curves were simple interpolations between the φ 2 = 0 and φ 2 = 0.8 cases. Figure 3B shows that increasing D2 activation simply translates the f-I curve to the left, lowering the rheobase current (as proved below). Figure 3E shows that increasing D2 activation increased the synaptic input rate required to achieve a specifi c output rate. Thus, our models also predict that the synaptic effects of D2 activation always dominate the intrinsic effects.
These input-output differences between intrinsic and complete models are also refl ected in the time-to-fi rst-spike behaviour. Figure 3C shows that the D2 < baseline < D1 timing relationship is maintained for the tuned intrinsic models across a wide range of injection currents. It also shows that the models predict a convergence of the time-to-fi rst-spike for dopamine free, D1 activated, and D2 activated MSNs, at injection currents that are moderately larger than the rheobase. Conversely, Figure 3F shows that the complete models predict the time-to-fi rst-spike relationship is inverted for synaptic input: D1 < baseline < D2 for a given input rate.
PAIRED-PULSE FACILITATION IN THE REDUCED MODELS
A striking property of MSNs is their enhanced response to the second current pulse of a pair, even when delivered hundreds of milliseconds apart (Mahon et al., 2000a) . As this property may Reduced models of striatal neurons strongly affect the MSNs' response to cortical input (Nisenbaum et al., 1992; Mahon et al., 2000a) , we deemed it critical for our reduced models to show paired-pulse facilitation. Figure 4A shows that the tuned baseline MSN model does indeed have clear paired-pulse facilitation in response to a pair of current pulses delivered 200 ms apart. Strikingly, this facilitation has the same dependence on pulse interval, and the same maximum interval of detectable response, as the in vivo data of Mahon et al. (2000a) (see Figure 4B) . It is thought that the slowly inactivating A-type potassium current is mainly responsible for the paired-pulse facilitation effect, as well as the long time to fi rst spike (Nisenbaum et al., 1994; Mahon et al., 2000b) . In our reduced model, the u variable is putatively modelling the action of this current. If we double the effective time-constant of inactivation (setting a = 0.02), we indeed see that paired-pulse facilitation is drastically reduced ( Figure 4B ).
THE MSN MODELS ARE NOT BISTABLE
Our models of dopamine-modulated currents and synaptic inputs have produced excellent fi ts to data from a much more complex multi-compartment model, and are in turn consistent with a wide array of known effects of dopamine on real striatal MSNs. However, it is possible that, as the new intrinsic-effect models alter parameters of the basic Izhikevich neuron model, we have fundamentally changed its neurocomputational properties. In particular, Gruber et al. (2003) have proposed that the emergence of dopamineinduced bistability in the MSN membrane potential can explain the switch between hyperpolarised and depolarised states observed in vivo under anaesthetic (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) . Analysis of our models' stability properties may throw light on this and other questions about the dynamics of MSNs.
We do this by applying dynamical systems theory (Strogatz, 1994; Izhikevich, 2007) . Briefl y, the dynamics of a two-dimensional system like Eqs 1 and 2 can largely be understood by analysing
FIGURE 3 | Predictions of the MSN models. (A)
The D1 intrinsic model predicts a D1-activation dependent increase in effective signal-to-noise ratio of the MSN's output. The f-I curves increase in slope, but the rheobase current is higher than baseline, hence the MSN's output shows a higher signal-to-noise ratio than baseline. (B) The D2 intrinsic model predicts an orderly set of f-I curves that left-shift (decreasing rheobase, same slope) with increasing D2 activation. D2 activation of intrinsic ion channels is thus always facilitatory. (C) Time-to-fi rst-spike across a range of injection currents for our tuned basic, D1-intrinsic, and D2-intrinsic MSN models. The models predict that the temporal order relationship D2 activation < basic model < D1 activation is maintained across a wide range of current injections, and converges at moderately large currents (shown for φ 1 = φ 2 = 0.8). (D) The D1 complete model predicts that increasing D1 activation from baseline consistently increases the sensitivity of the MSN to synaptic input. (E) The D2 complete model predicts that increasing D2 activation from baseline consistently decreases the MSN's sensitivity to synaptic input. (F) Our complete models predict that the time-to-fi rst-spike relationships are inverted for synaptic input compared to current injection (C), but similarly converge (shown for φ 1 = φ 2 = 0.8; points are averaged over 5 runs).
the properties of the system's fi xed points, and how these change as some parameters of the system are varied. Fixed points are the intersections of the system's nullclines, the curves found by setting all the differential equations to 0. Thus, the fi xed points give the values of all the system's variables for which the system may be stable -though it may not be possible for the system's variables to simultaneously arrive at all the values required to reach the fi xed point. We now employ this fi xed point analysis, fi nding their stability properties for the basic model described by Eqs 1 and 2, and show that the changes we introduced for the D1 (Eqs 3 and 4) and D2 (Eq. 5) intrinsic models do not alter these over the plausible ranges of dopamine concentration and parameters specifi c to those models.
Fixed points
The fi xed points of Eqs 1 and 2 occur when v u = = 0, namely for:
By writing Eq. 13 as u = b(v − v r ) and substituting into Eq. 12 we obtain a quadratic:
The values for v at the fi xed points are thus the roots of Eq. 14, which from the standard formula are 
Then, substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 13, the u values at the fi xed points are
In general, the number of fi xed points depends on the injection current I: Eq. 15 has two distinct roots for I < I 0 , giving two fi xed points; two repeated roots for I = I 0 , giving one fi xed point; and no roots for I > I 0 , giving no fi xed points. The key current value I 0 is the solution to B(I 0 ) = 0, namely:
Given the direction of increase of Eq. 1, we know that having no fi xed points for I > I 0 means that the neuron model will produce the up-stroke of the spike. The value of I 0 is thus effectively the model neuron's rheobase current 1 . We concentrate on values of I ≤ I 0 , to understand the types of fi xed points at subthreshold current injections, and the change that occurs at I = I 0 .
Stability of fi xed points
Understanding the types of fi xed point is a two-step process. First, we fi nd the Jacobian (matrix of partial derivatives) of the system, which gives the direction of change for each variable as a function of all the system's parameters and other variables. For Eqs 1 and 2, we fi nd the Jacobian:
and note that it only depends on v. Thus, we need only substitute the values of v from Eq. 15 into Eq. 18 to fi nd the Jacobian at the fi xed points of the model neuron: Second, we determine the eigenvalues of the Jacobian at the fi xed points. The signs and types (real, complex) of the two eigenvalues tell us whether or not the system can reach the fi xed point, and how it behaves when moving toward or away from it. The fi xed points are classifi ed on this basis as a node or spiral, and either stable or unstable. Fixed points can also be of the "saddle" type. Nodes and spirals have real and complex eigenvalues, respectively; stable and unstable types correspond to all negative and all positive real parts, whereas saddle points correspond to one negative and one positive real part. (An explanation of the full classifi cation, including further, rarer, types, is given in Strogatz, 1994; Izhikevich, 2007) .
As it is two-dimensional, we can analytically determine the two sets of eigenvalues for Eq. 19 (one set per fi xed point, corresponding to the choice of ±). The eigenvalue pairs λ 1 , λ 2 of Eq. 19 solve the determinant equation:
. (20) The sign of the two eigenvalues can then be inferred from the result that a quadratic with roots x 1 , x 2 is of the form (x − x 1 ) (x − x 2 ) = x 2 − (x 1 + x 2 )x + x 1 x 2 . This implies that λ λ 1 2
The neuron model given by Eqs 1 and 2 must always have a, k, C > 0. Therefore, we can see immediately from Eq. 22 that one fi xed point (corresponding to the choice of + in Eq. 21 and − in Eq. 22) must have one positive and one negative eigenvalue: it is thus always a saddle.
From Eq. 20, the condition that the eigenvalues are real at a fi xed point is
The condition that the second fi xed point is a node thus becomes, after some algebra,
When b < 0, as for the MSN model, this inequality is always satisfi ed: the second fi xed point is a node. From Eq. 21, the second fi xed point is stable (has negative eigenvalues) if:
When b ≤ aC (including also b < 0) this relation is always satisfi ed. Therefore, the second fi xed point is always a stable node. Figure 5A illustrates these fi xed point types at the intersection of the nullclines on the (v, u) phase-plane.
We have shown that any model of the form Eqs 1 and 2 with b < 0, such as the MSN model, has two fi xed points when the injection current is less than I 0 : one always a saddle, one always a stable node. The disappearance of this fi xed point pair at I = I 0 is a saddle-node bifurcation: thus I 0 is both the rheobase current and the bifurcation point ( Figure 5B) . We now look at how these properties are affected by the dopamine model extensions.
Effects of the dopamine models on the stability properties
We begin with the D1 MSN model given by Eqs 3 and 4. We need only consider here changes due to Eq. 3 to establish the membrane Increasing injection current causes a saddle-node bifurcation. The MSN model always had two fi xed points: a stable node (solid line) and a saddle (dashed line). The point where these curves meet (black dots) corresponds to the bifurcation point I 0 . At higher currents, there are no fi xed points, and the neuron model spikes -hence I 0 is also the rheobase current. We can see that the two dopamine models do not alter the fi xed point structure, but rather translate the fi xed-point trajectories so that I 0 occurs at higher (D1 model) or lower (D2 model) injection currents. These curves were obtained for the particular set of MSN model parameters used in this paper, and were plotted using I as a function of v from: baseline model, Eq. 14; D1 model, Eq. 14 with v r ← v r (1 + Kφ 1 ); D2 model, Eq. 14 with k ← (1 − αφ 2 )k. Dopamine levels were φ 1 = φ 2 = 0.8. ≤ . Given that k > 0 and b, v t < 0, this has two effects. First, from Eq. 17, that increasing φ 1 will always increase the rheobase current I 0 , as shown in Figure 3A . Second, as none of the key criteria for fi xed point type and stability (Eqs 21-25) depend on v r , the fi xed points are still a stable node and a saddle. For, while r v changes the magnitude of B in Eq. 15, it is only the choice of sign of B that is important. The addition of the D1 intrinsic model changes neither the number nor type of fi xed points.
The effect of the D2 intrinsic model given by Eq. 5 is also immediately evident. We write k k = − ( ) , 1 2 αφ and make the replacement k k ← in Eqs 12-25. As we defi ne φ 2 ∈ [0, 1], and expect α ∈ [0, 1] (confi rmed by the search results - Table 2 ), then k k ≤ . Therefore, we can see: from Eq. 17 that increasing φ 2 decreases I 0 (as promised in our description of the model (Eq. 5); this effect of the intrinsic D2 model is shown by the f-I curves in Figure 3B) ; from Eq. 22 that the fi rst fi xed point is still a saddle; and from Eqs 24 and 25 that the second fi xed point is still a stable node. The addition of the D2 intrinsic model changes neither the number nor type of fi xed points.
We see no effect of the dopamine models on the type of subthreshold dynamics of the MSN model. In both cases, for the full range of dopamine receptor activations (φ 1 , φ 2 ) and the expected range of values for the models' variables, the fi xed points remain a saddle and a stable node. In Figure 5B we illustrate how the dopamine receptor activation translates the fi xed-points as a function of the injection current, but does not change their type or number. Rather, the principal effect of dopamine activation is to change I 0 . Thus, regardless of the choice of parameter values (within realistic bounds) for the basic model or dopamine models, our MSN models show no bistability.
MASSIVELY INCREASING NMDA RECEPTOR ACTIVATION CAN INDUCE MSN BIMODALITY
Recent in vitro studies have reported MSN membrane potential bimodality appearing spontaneously after application of NMDA agonists (Vergara et al., 2003; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008) . The bimodal behaviour resembles that seen under anaesthetic in vivo (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) , but the up/down transitions are irregular, and the up-state durations are highly variable. This bimodality is characterised by two distinctive peaks in the membrane potential histogram -an example from Carrillo-Reid et al. (2008) is redrawn in Figure 6A -corresponding to a "down-state" of between −80 and −70 mV, and an "up-state" of around −55 mV (Vergara et al., 2003; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008) . Its dependence on NMDA receptor activation has led these researchers to name this phenomenon "dendritic bistability". However, we show here a possible mechanism for this NMDA-dependent membrane potential bimodality in the absence of any bistability. We simulated the effect of NMDA agonist by multiplying the NMDA synaptic conductance (see Materials and Methods). Figure 6A shows that large multipliers (∼100 − 150×) applied to the basic, tuned MSN model result in spontaneous jumps between hyperpolarised and depolarised membrane potentials, in the absence of similarly patterned synaptic input. We hypothesised that this behaviour was due to the simulated voltage-dependent blockade of NMDA receptors by Mg 2+ ions. Consistent with this, we found that simply multiplying the AMPA conductance to achieve the same number of spikes did not cause membrane potential bimodality ( Figure 6B) . Similarly, removing the voltage-dependent blockade of NMDA receptors (Eq. 9) also removed the membrane potential bimodality ( Figure 6C) . The absence of the distinctive bimodality was observed for all tested equivalent conductance multipliers (see Materials and Methods) of AMPA and of unblocked NMDA receptors. Hence, rather than some form of "dendritic bistability", the observed bimodality could result entirely from the voltagedependent blockade of NMDA receptors.
We also found that increasing D1 activation increased the bimodality of the membrane potential, as the distance between the two membrane potential peaks in the histogram (as measured by D v -see Materials and Methods) monotonically increased with increasing D1 activation. This refl ects the more hyperpolarised resting potential with increasing D1 activation (Eq. 3). At the same time spiking during the depolarised phases was enhanced, refl ecting the increased sensitivity to NMDA-based post-synaptic potentials (Eq. 10). Conversely, increasing D2 activation had no effect on the bimodality.
How then does this bimodality arise from the combination of NMDA conductance amplifi cation and receptor blockade? The maintenance of a depolarised up-state of the membrane potential comes from two other sources: after each spike the membrane potential resets to −55 mV (model parameter c), and the ongoing depolarisation of the neuron from the synaptic input can cause the membrane potential to remain in that region, maintaining the up-state. Both of these effects are also clear in the membrane potential trace and corresponding histogram following massive AMPA conductance increase ( Figure 6B ). The characteristic difference of the NMDA agonist simulations (and the experimental data) is the little time spent at intermediate membrane potentials when moving from down-to-up states. Figure 7 illustrates how the combination of massive NMDA conductance and receptor blockade causes the rapid, spontaneous, down-to-up-state transition. The receptor-gating function B(v) is an exponential function of the membrane potential voltage ( Figure 7A) . Hence, small voltage increases non-linearly increase the NMDA current drive of the membrane potential. The massive increase in NMDA conductance in the simulations here in turn amplifi es this non-linear effect. We can see this when looking closely at the inputs and variables of the MSN model in the 10 ms before the initial spike of an up-state (Figures 7B,C) . Each small increase in excitatory synaptic current depolarises the membrane potential, in turn increasing B(v) and decreasing the gating of the NMDA current. At some critical level of excitatory synaptic current, a small rise increases B(v) suffi ciently that the additional NMDA current causes v to increase more than the synaptic current subsequently decays (we leave the determination of the exact level of the critical depolarisation to future work, as it clearly has a complex dependence on the history of synaptic input). From that point, B(v) and v form a positive feedback loop, each rise in one causing a rise in the other, and the membrane potential rapidly rises to a depolarised (C) Synaptic currents and receptor events during that 10 ms. We plot the gated NMDA current (B(v)I nmda ; green), the sum of AMPA and GABAa currents (I ampa + I gaba ; purple), and resulting total synaptic current (black). The dots indicate the time of synaptic events: NMDA (green), AMPA (red), and GABA (blue). Single synaptic events cause very small defl ections in the membrane potential voltage in the down-state (e.g. between 10 and 8 ms before the spike). A cluster of excitatory synaptic events (grey box) can suffi ciently increase the membrane potential to set off a positive feedback loop between v and B(v)I nmda : beyond this point, each increase in v increases B(v)I nmda , which in turn increases v, and so on. The feedback is terminated when the voltage nears or crosses the reversal potential for NMDA, at 0 mV in this model. Hence, the membrane potential appears to move between two regimes, even if the neuron is not intrinsically bistable. The irregularity of the up/down transitions in the model is due to the random occurrence of suffi cientlydepolarising clusters of synaptic events: if any of the events within the grey box is manually removed from the simulation, the spike fails to occur. state and spikes. For the illustrated spike, we can identify the small cluster of receptor events between 4 and 2 ms before the spike peak as the source of the critical depolarisation. If we delete any one of those events then the feedback process is not initiated and the membrane remains at the down-state.
We could directly compare the NMDA agonist model results to the control simulations using multiplied conductances for AMPA or unblocked NMDA receptors only up to the limits of normal behaviour by the model under massive NMDA conductance increase 2 (for us, m = 150 at r = 4 Hz). Increasing the NMDA conductance multiplier further reveals a clear limitation of using a reduced model. We observed occasional action potentials with prolonged voltage wanderings just before the spike peak (Figure 8 ). This is a consequence of using NMDA reversal potentials in a point model, directly coupling membrane polarisations by synaptic events to the generation of action potentials. Once the membrane potential has risen above the NMDA reversal potential all subsequent NMDA events become inhibitory, and the massive NMDA conductance multiplier makes the effect large enough to delay the action-potential up-stroke. We have also observed this effect if the NMDA events are occurring at a very high rate (>100 Hz) with a much smaller multiplier.
DISCUSSION
We have proposed a framework for modelling dopaminergic modulation of MSN intrinsic and synaptic ion channels within the canonical neuron model recently introduced by Izhikevich (2007) . Using a principled procedure that minimised the number of free parameters at each stage, we showed that the neuron model and our extensions to it could provide excellent fi ts to both currentinjection and spike-input response curves from a 189-compartment model of the MSN (Moyer et al., 2007) , across all of the dopaminefree, D1, and D2 receptor confi gurations of the two models. Given the comparative complexities of the two models, the extent of the correspondence is quite remarkable. The procedure we adopted here, as outlined in Figure 1 , is generally applicable for modelling neuromodulation of any neuron type expressed in the Izhikevich (2007) formalism.
That is not to say such multi-compartment models are thus somehow redundant. Rather, we were fortunate that Moyer et al. (2007) had produced such an excellent update of their multicompartmental model of the MSN in time for us to do this work. We note that this is an example of the ideal use of such complex neuron models: that they be used as the "gold-standard" against which we must validate our reduced models. We have also illustrated the limitations of such reduced models here. The fi ts to the input-output data, though all qualitatively excellent, were off in the large input-range for some models. A further limitation was that the tuned models showed pathological spiking behaviour if the NMDA conductance was made too large.
Changing the fi tting error metric did not consistently improve the fi ts to the input-output curves; changing the initial parameters selected for the baseline model tuning did, but resulted in a model that could not show the fundamental MSN-like property of pairedpulse facilitation. It is certainly possible that better fi ts to the f-f curves could be obtained if we had relaxed some of the restrictions we placed on the parameters available for tuning. We maintained the ampa:nmda and ampa:gaba conductance ratios from the Moyer et al. (2007) model, as these were based on available experimental data; but different interpretations of the experimental data suggests quite a range of potential ratios for ampa:nmda (Hjorth, 2009) . Similarly, we modeled only D1 effects on NMDA-receptor potentials and D2 effects on AMPA-receptor potentials, again following currently available data (Moyer et al., 2007) , but it would not be surprising if it turned out that D1 activation had short-term effects on AMPA receptors and D2 activation had short-term effects on NMDA receptors (Surmeier et al., 2007) .
EFFECTS OF DOPAMINE ON THE INPUT-OUTPUT RESPONSE OF MSNs
Our combination of numerical and analytical results allow us to reach a set of novel insights about dopamine's effects on the computations of the MSN. The simplest models of dopamine's actions Replotting the segment along the black bar in panel A shows an example of the membrane potential rapidly depolarising towards the spike peak but interrupted by a prolonged period of membrane potential fl uctuation. These periods are due to one or more NMDA receptor events occurring after the membrane potential has passed the NMDA reversal potential (here 0 mV). With the massively increased conductance, the events have a signifi cant inhibitory effect on the membrane potential, delaying its rise. However, the spike-peak is eventually reached, as the model has no stable states under this level of equivalent current injection (see Stability of Fixed Points). 2 We argue in the Methods that these limits at m = 150 and r = 4 Hz are anyway the maximum realistic values of these parameters. Nonetheless, we can of course multiply the AMPA conductance further still, beyond the testable 'equivalent' range set by the realistic behaviour of the MSN model during NMDA agonist simulation. However, if we do so no bimodality emerges. The model, as expected, increases it spiking output and hence grows the histogram peak corresponding to the reset potential at −55 mV. However, the clean transition between down-and-up states, with little time spent at intermediate voltages, does not arise.
propose that dopamine respectively facilitates or attenuates cortical input to D1 and D2 MSNs (Albin et al., 1989; Gurney et al., 2001) , partly based on the observed effects on their target structures. We have seen that this simple mapping is true for both D1 and D2 complete models. In particular, our models predict that these effects remain consistent over the whole range of receptor activation.
However, this simple story hides the complexity of the interactions between intrinsic and synaptic effects of dopamine. The clean facilitation and attenuation were only seen when combining the synaptic and intrinsic effects together. Our model predicts that D2 receptor dependent effects on intrinsic ion channels are always facilitatory -analytically, we showed that D2 receptor activation did indeed increase sensitivity to input by reducing the rheobase current I 0 . Yet our model also predicts that D2 intrinsic effects are always dominated by synaptic effects for any level of receptor activation, and hence the ultimate response to synaptic barrage is attenuation. Our model for the intrinsic D2 effects was derived from Moyer et al. (2007) , whose model predicted that the combined effect of D2 activation on fast sodium, A-type potassium, and L-type calcium currents was increased sensitivity to input. By contrast, Hernandez-Lopez et al. (2000) reported that adding D2 agonist to striatum in vitro reduced sensitivity to input and rightshifted the f-I curve. We can simply capture this effect by reversing the sign of the D2 intrinsic model, and hence increasing the rheobase current I 0 (from Eq. 17). Then both intrinsic ion channel and synaptic effects of D2 activation would reduce the sensitivity of the MSN, removing some complexity from the story.
For D1 receptor activation the story is more complex. Others have proposed qualitative models for how D1 activation inhibits MSNs when already hyperpolarised but excites MSNs when already depolarised, whether through current injection (Hernandez-Lopez et al., 1997) or synaptic input (Nicola et al., 2004) . These are all variants on the original hypothesis that dopamine acts to increase its target neuron's signal-to-noise ratio (Servan-Schreiber et al., 1990) . We showed ( Figure 3A) that our D1 intrinsic model predicts simultaneous increases in the slope of the f-I curve and of the effective rheobase current following D1 activation. In other words, increasing D1 activation would increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the D1 MSN: the neuron stops responding to weak inputs, but increases its response to strong inputs.
It is not clear that there is a realistic scenario in which these intrinsic effects of D1 receptor activation are relevant. Our models predict that the signal-to-noise ratio effect would be partly or wholly obscured under synaptic barrage for high D1 receptor activation. For, while increasing D1 activation did increase the output for a given input rate, the quantity of synaptic events required to initiate spiking -equivalent to the rheobase current -did not markedly change ( Figure 3D) . This highlights the diffi culties of extrapolating from models that do not consider dopaminergic modulation of synaptic input (Gruber et al., 2003) . The loss of the signal-to-noise effect is robust for the MSN and D1 models fi tted to the Moyer et al. (2007) model's input-output behaviour. However, synaptic input could reliably cause a signal-to-noise change if dopamine has a less dramatic effect on NMDA receptor potentials: for example, halving the value of β 1 restores the simultaneous increase in the f-f curves' slope and the synaptic input rate required for output with increasing D1 activation. There may be also a more nuanced role for the effects of dopamine on intrinsic ion channels: further work using this framework will explore possible distinct roles of tonic and phasic dopamine release, and the implications of the relative affi nities of D1 and D2 receptors (Richfi eld et al., 1989) .
DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE MSN
The tuned baseline MSN model showed the delayed fi rst spike at time-scales of up to several thousand milliseconds, consistent with those recorded in vitro (Nisenbaum et al., 1994) . Our dopamine models predicted that D1 and D2 activation would respectively lengthen and reduce the time-to-fi rst spike for a given magnitude of current injection. Conversely, these effects were reversed for the mean time-to-fi rst-spike in response to synaptic input. Similarly, the magnitude and time-scale of the reduced model's paired-pulse facilitation replicated prior experimental data (Mahon et al., 2000a) . Our model could also show the facilitation's putative dependence on the slow A-type potassium current (Mahon et al., 2000b) . Doubling a -the effective inactivation time constant for the current -drastically reduced the facilitation effect.
We addressed the hypothesis that the switch between hyperpolarised and depolarised states observed in vivo (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) was due to the inherent bistability of the MSN membrane potential, and that this bistability may be induced by dopamine (Gruber et al., 2003) . We showed that the basic MSN model given here was not bistable, and adding dopaminergic modulation does not introduce bistability. Further, our analysis showed this to be true for the whole class of neurons (i.e. those for b < 0) and dopamine models that we introduced, regardless of specifi c choices of parameter values. Hence the lack of dopamine-induced bistability is not trivial: had we chosen a model of dopamine receptor activation that increased b > 0, then indeed dopamine would change the stability properties of the model MSN. Nonetheless, we could fi t the input-output behaviour of the dopamine-modulated (Moyer et al., 2007) model with our simpler interpretations of dopamine's known effects. These results reinforce the numerical demonstrations by Wolf et al. (2005) and Moyer et al. (2007) that their multi-compartment MSN model was unlikely to be bistable. We thus support their conclusion that the bimodality observed in the MSN membrane potential in vivo (Wilson and Kawaguchi, 1996) is imposed from the patterning of afferent input under anaesthetic, as suggested in experiments by Mahon et al. (2001) and Kasanetz et al. (2002) .
We could induce spontaneous membrane potential bimodality to unpatterned input by increasing NMDA receptor conductance. Recent in vitro studies have claimed that NMDA agonists cause "dendritic bistablity" in MSNs (Vergara et al., 2003; Carrillo-Reid et al., 2008) . However, we obtained bimodal membrane potential distributions under NMDA-agonist like conditions, with no bistability of the neuron involved. Rather than "dendritic bistability", the bimodality was entirely due to the voltage-dependent blockade of the NMDA receptors. Hence our results predict that the spontaneous bimodality would not reliably appear in vitro using a Mg 2+ -free preparation. We also predict that D1 receptor activation would enhance the NMDA-dependent spontaneous bimodality, through its simultaneous enhancement of NMDA receptor induced synaptic potentials and of the hyperpolarising inwardly rectifying potassium current.
